The impact of structural variants (SVs) on a variety of organisms and diseases like cancer has become increasingly evident. Methods for SV detection when studying genomic differences across cells, individuals or populations are being actively developed. Currently, just a few methods are available to compare different SVs callsets, and no specialized methods are available to annotate SVs that account for the unique characteristics of these variant types. Here, we introduce SURVIVOR_ant, a tool that compares types and breakpoints for candidate SVs from different callsets and enables fast comparison of SVs to genomic features such as genes and repetitive regions, as well as to previously established SV datasets such as from the 1000 Genomes Project. As proof of concept we compared 16 SV callsets generated by different SV calling methods on a single genome, the Genome in a Bottle sample HG002 (Ashkenazi son), and annotated the SVs with gene annotations, 1000 Genomes Project SV calls, and four different types of repetitive regions. Computation time to annotate 134,528 SVs with 33,954 of annotations was 22 seconds on a laptop.
Introduction
The advent of high throughput sequencing (HTS) facilitates the investigation of genomic differences among and within organisms, populations, and even diseases such as cancer. While the identification of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) is currently well established, structural variant (SV) calling remains challenging and little is known about the sensitivity (correctly inferring SVs) and false discovery rate (FDR) (falsely inferring SVs) of structural variation detection (Guan & Sung, 2016) . Recent SV discovery methods, such as LUMPY (Layer et al., 2014) and PBHoney (English et al., 2014) , focus on one callset per technology, but SV detection and call evaluation would benefit from comparison of the data from multiple technologies. However, many challenges exist in comparing and merging SV calls due to uncertainty in breakpoints, sequencing errors, and multiple possible representations of SVs in repetitive regions (Wittler et al., 2015) . In addition, Sudmant et al. (Sudmant et al., 2015) as well as Jeffares et al. (Jeffares et al., 2017) mention that the methods often lack sensitivity and suffer from an inestimable FDR. Jeffares et al. coped with this problem by merging SV calls generated by multiple callers to reduce the FDR, but this approach also slightly reduced sensitivity (Jeffares et al., 2017) .
To enable comparison and evaluation of SV callsets generated by different algorithms, we developed methods to compare and annotate SV calls, represented in variant call format (VCF), with other SVs as well as other genomic features. Genomic features can include gene annotations, mappability tracks, and any feature that can be represented as a region in BED or GFF format. SNPs can also be used for annotation by representing them as regions of 1bp.
As a proof of concept, we apply these novel methods to the Genome in a Bottle (GiaB) data generated on the Ashkenazi son (NIST Reference Material 8391, aka HG002 and NA24385) to explore SV type and breakpoint concordance of SV calling algorithms. GiaB provides SV calls generated using five different technologies (including Illumina short read sequencing, Complete Genomics nanoball sequencing, Pacific Biosciences long read sequencing, 10X Genomics linked reads, and BioNano optical mapping) and 16 different SV calling algorithms on the same genome. We used SURVIVOR (Jeffares et al., 2017) to merge SV calls and our novel method (SURVIVOR_ant) to annotate and predict more precise breakpoints. All data sets (including merged SV and annotated SV) and methods used in this manuscript are available at https://github.com/NCBI-Hackathons/svcompare.
Methods

Implementation
SURVIVOR_ant. To enable annotation and comparison of the SV callsets, we implemented a new extension of SURVIVOR that aims to assign genomic features, including previously known/ established SVs, to merged SV callsets produced by SURVI-VOR. SURVIVOR_ant takes any VCF file (list of SVs) as an input (-i) as well as annotation sets specified as a list of BED files (--bed), GFF files (--gff) and additional VCF files (--vcf) . Each of the three file types are optional and the user can specify multiple files for each type, separated by commas. SURVIVOR_ant reads in the original VCF file to be annotated and constructs a self-balancing interval tree originally taken from SURVIVOR (Jeffares et al., 2017) . Next, it reads in any annotations in VCF files (e.g. from the 1000 Genomes Project) and compares these to the original VCF entries in the interval tree. The comparison is based on the individual breakpoints, given a maximum distance parameter (by default 1kb). Subsequently, SURVIVOR_ant runs through the BED files and GFF files and parses the provided intervals and identifiers. In the case of a GFF file, SURVIVOR parses the first name in the 9th column: gene=. For BED files, SURVIVOR_ant uses the fourth column as the name for each entry (or the file name, if the BED file does not include a four columns).
Each entry of a BED or GFF file is assigned to deletions and duplications in the SURVIVOR_ant VCF if they overlap the SV +/-a user-defined distance/wobble parameter (by default 1kb). For translocations, insertions and inversions, SURVIVOR_ant only takes the breakpoints into account and assigns genomic features within a user-defined distance/wobble parameter (by default 1kb). Figure 1 shows the schematic based on three genes. The distance/wobble parameter is necessary to account for differences in accuracy of the technology, mapping, or the SV calling algorithm. Often breakpoints are positioned in repeated regions which makes it hard to place the breakpoints accurately.
After all files are read in and compared to the original VCF file, SURVIVOR_ant prints the original VCF file and extends the INFO field with information on how many VCF files have supportive information ("overlapped_VCF=") as well as how many genomic features within the VCF files could be assigned per original SV ("total_Annotations="). If SURVIVOR_ant found overlapping genomic features the names associated to these are printed out in a comma separated list ("overlapped_Annota-tions="). SURVIVOR_ant is maintained at https://github.com/ NCBI-Hackathons/svcompare. Summary statistics scripts. These statistics were generated with code available at https://github.com/NCBI-Hackathons/svcompare, which analyzes the data as structured by data_structures.pl. The R script stats_plots_v2.R can be used to generate a variety of figures like those in this paper. SV analyses. Several statistics were computed by event, by call set, and by variant type:
1. The number of callers supporting an event is the count of the number of callers for which SURVIVOR identified a variant call at the same location for an event, subject to the 1 kb wobble parameter and independent of the variant type.
2. For the total number of variant calls per callset by variant type, the SVs of each type were counted separately. For events in which a single caller made more than one call (sub-calls), each sub-call is counted separately (e.g., if a callset has two different deletions that SURVIVOR merged into a single VCF row, it is counted as two deletions).
3. For analysis of the SURVIVOR_ant annotations, the number of events with at least one annotation of the selected type were counted.
4. Breakpoints were compared for events supported by at least four callers, and for which all calls were of the same type. The type was examined for all calls supporting that event, including multiple calls from any one caller. First, the median start and end positions for were calculated for all calls for that event. Second, the distance of each call's start from the median start, and each call's end from the median end were computed. For calls with multiple subcalls from a single caller, the minimum start position and maximum end position were used as the start and end, respectively.
Operation
SURVIVOR_ant is based on C++ and does not require any preinstalled packages or libraries. The analysis scripts are using BioPerl (http://bioperl.org/).
Genomic data. We used 16 candidate-SV callsets from the GiaB Ashkenazi son data set available at https://github.com/genomein-a-bottle. We reformatted the files if they did not correspond to the VCF 4.1 standard then merged the SVs in the 16 files into one multi-sample VCF using SURVIVOR (Jeffares et al., 2017) with 1 kb as the distance parameter and without requiring type specificity. Next we downloaded three BED files defining repetitive regions from the GA4GH Benchmarking Team at https:// github.com/ga4gh/benchmarking-tools/tree/master/resources/ stratification-bed-files. Furthermore, we downloaded the gene annotations for GRCh37 from ensembl. Population genomic data was downloaded for the 1000 Genomes Project from dbVar (estd219) (Sudmant et al., 2015) and filtered to produce a unique set of variant sites. SURVIVOR_ant (Version 0.0.1) was used to annotate the merged SVs with all the annotation data sets. The merged SVs are referred to as "events."
Results
We merged the output of 16 different callers containing variants >19 bp (Table 1 ) that were run on the Ashkenazi son data (GiaB) using SURVIVOR (Jeffares et al., 2017) . The resulting VCF file contained 134,528 SV events and was annotated by our novel method SURVIVOR_ant. We annotated the SVs with genes from hg19 (GFF), the 1000 Genomes project (dbVar) population-based structural variant calls, and repetitive regions from the GA4GH Benchmarking Team (3 bed files). SURVIVOR_ant compared the five files to the merged SV calls for the Ashkenazi son data within 22 seconds. It identified 4,506 overlapping SVs between the 1000 Genomes Project and our data set (Table 2) . Furthermore, SURVIVOR_ant identified genomic features in the 3 BED files and the GFF gene list overlapping 66,166 SVs out of the total merged 134,528 VCF entries.
The SURVIVOR_ant output is also useful for comparing the output of callers. Each caller assigns an SV type (e.g., insertion, deletion, translocation, etc.) and breakpoints for each SV call. Overall we identified 125,909 (93.6%) SVs that were supported by fewer than four callsets. Figure 2 depicts the widely varying number of candidate SV calls of different types across callsets, which contributes to the large fraction of calls that are supported by fewer than four callsets. Of 134,528 calls from the Ashkenazi son data from the callers in Table 1 , 11,474 (8.5%) had more than one SV type discovered by different callers in the same region, and 6,280 (4.7%) had more than one SV type discovered by the same caller in the same region. It is possible either that these different types are due to errors in the calls or that there is a true complex SV consisting of multiple nearby SV types. In addition, duplications of a large region in tandem could be described as an insertion By default SURVIVOR_ant takes 1kbp surrounding the start and stop coordinates into account. Furthermore, for deletions and duplications we take the overlapping regions into account. by some callers and as a duplication by other callers. These results illustrate the disagreement of multiple callers over the same data set, as well as the complexity of integrating calls from different methods.
For characterization of the consistency of breakpoint prediction of the different callers, we analyzed the 5,386 SV events with support from at least four callsets, and for which all calls are of the same type, so that a useful median start and end position could be calculated. Figure 3 depicts example histograms of distance to the median start position for two callsets, one from long reads and one from short reads. In general, more of the short read caller's start positions are closer to the median breakpoint, but this could be due to a variety of factors, including lower error rates in short reads, easier less repetitive sites detected by short reads, filtering rules, etc. Note that since the number of callers per technology varies and calls supported by more callsets are likely to be easier to detect, this likely introduces a bias in the variants assessed. We calculated these statistics as an example of using our methods, not as a generalizable estimate of breakpoint accuracy.
Conclusions and future work
In this paper, we introduced SURVIVOR_ant, an annotation and comparison tool especially designed for comparing SVs and genomic features (e.g. genes). SURVIVOR_ant is novel in that it enables a type-specific comparison to multiple genomic annotations and other features of interest. The resulting VCF file can be loaded in existing methods such as IGV or bedtools for further manual inspections. SURVIVOR_ant and all resources used here are available at https://github.com/NCBI-Hackathons/ svcompare. This tool is an important first step to enable the comparison of SVs to each other, to known SVs, and to genomic features. Here, we defined genomic features as being information about the properties of the underlying genome sequence (e.g., repetitive regions), as well as annotations such as genes or even chromatin assays. Furthermore, we have made available scripts to calculate a variety of statistics that characterize the similarity and differences between many callsets from a single genome, including the number of callsets supporting similar calls in a region and concordance between their breakpoints.
Future work will include estimating the underlying breakpoints for each SV, potentially based on machine learning methods that utilize information gained from the GiaB consortium on the accuracy of different technologies for different SVs types and sizes. In addition, future work will involve comparing predicted SVs in repetitive regions, since these can often be represented in multiple ways in multiple locations in the genome.
In summary, we present a method (SURVIVOR_ant) for fast annotation of SVs and represents a first step in understanding type and breakpoint concordance for any type of SV, as well as the potential impact of SVs on genes.
Data and software availability
All the datasets used in this study are available at https://github. com/NCBI-Hackathons/svcompare.gi. Additional raw data can be obtained at https://github.com/genome-in-a-bottle.
Archived source code of the software used as at the time of publication is available at: http://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.898078 (dbodian et al., 2017) Competing interests No competing interests were disclosed. Sedlazeck and colleagues introduce SURVIVOR_ant as a new tool in the SURVIVOR package for annotating a SV callset in VCF format with SV predictions from other tools as well as genome features in BED or GFF format. While the motivation, performance and implementation are sound, I think the authors need to compare their software to both bedtools intersect and especially vcfanno given that vcfanno already provides all or nearly all of the functionality described here. In particular, vcfanno was designed to properly annotate SV events, as it takes the confidence interval about an SV's predicted breakpoints into account. I suggest that the authors extend the manuscript to provide a paragraph comparing the functionality and speed of SURVIVOR_ant to that of vcfanno and bedtools intersect, as this will help readers to better understand its strengths and weaknesses with respect to existing solutions. Secondly, I think the authors should state up front exactly what types of events they consider to be SVs, as some call sets listed in Table one This work deals with the methods to compare and overlap structural variant events and presents an analysis of these methods against one of the best studied single genome for structural variant calling -the Genome in a Bottle HG002 -and the extensive population-level structural variant callset from the 1000 Genomes Project. Although in SNP and Indels the problem of determining whether two representations of a call are the same event, this problem is significantly more difficult more structural variant events. In the current state of the field, this is an open and challenging problem.
Grant information
The presented analyses are valid. Any review of this work can point out an almost infinite number of parameters for the analysis that can be argued over, such as:
What are reasonable size ranges to merge events? What are proper criteria for filtering events? Is it appropriate to include calls from so many methods in merging -should we identify some as unreliable? Should certain callers be weighted more highly than other based on reliability? How do we consider orthogonal support from different methods -are 3 Illumina methods based on different signals (coverage, insert size) as good as 2 Pacbio? Are the differences in how we discover events types (INS/TRA/DEL) significant enough that we need new comparison methods for some? What are we missing, but we're not aware we're missing. Do the current methods have any major blindspots?
Etc... This list could be nearly infinite, mostly because so many questions in this field are unsettled.
The most important contribution of this work is as a foundation that frames these discussion points. The ability to point to data around a strategy for overlapping and analysis is an important step in progressing beyond discussion of all the items that can be considered.
The results may be valuable to these tool developers to identify structural variant types, sizes, and genomic contexts which their methods perform poorly on. In addition, the annotation ability may be useful in the annotation and interpretation of structural variant events (one could imagine making BED files for genome regions identified in ExAC or gnomAD as important for and scanning samples or structural variant events that look unusual or damaging in an individual or which impact genes associated with phenotypes of interest).
The number of possible future directions for this work is unusually large (the questions listed above are a good start).
There are a number of decisions about the approach that I disagree with and would do differently, but to determine which of those opinions/approaches are valid would require work to the scope of being one (or many) additional publications.
I look forward to community efforts which continue to refine the methods to compare and annotate structural variant calls building on the concepts outlined here. In this paper, Sedlazeck et al. describe a tool, SURVIVOR_ant, that uses interval trees to intersect multiple SV sets and annotations to produce a single VCF that can be used to compare SV callsets to each other, to known SV datasets, or to other reference annotations. The use of a 'wobble' parameter described in the manuscript enables them to overlap features that are nearby, but may not directly overlap. This is particularly important because SV representations can be pretty variable, although I wouldn't mind seeing a little more direct evidence from the authors motivating the need for this parameter.
The authors demonstrate an analysis possible with SURVIVOR_ant on 16 HG002 SV callsets, along with the 1000 Genomes Project Phase 3 SV calls, and several reference annotation datasets. While they demonstrate that their analysis produces interesting results, some of their observations might benefit from a little more analysis to round them out. In addition, one of the more interesting points that is apparent in one of the figures is not mentioned in the text, which might be worth bringing up. While I realize this manuscript is not intended to be a thorough analysis of the HG002 SV callsets, it is a very good opportunity for the authors to give their readers some interesting insights into these datasets, and could also help point SURVIVOR_ant users in the direction of some useful questions they can ask once they've run this tool.
Although no direct analog to SURVIVOR_ant currently exists, some of its functionality overlaps with bedtools intersect. It seems as though their analysis pipeline might be similar to extending the input SV callset by the wobble parameter on either side, translating it into a BED file, then intersecting it with the other datasets. I think SURVIVOR_ant is distinct enough in its focus on SV in VCFs without further intermediate steps that it's a meaningfully distinct tool.
Software
The code for SURVIVOR_ant is written in C++. Some of it could be organized a little better (for instance, the SVS_Node class was in Parser.h, which I found a little confusing). When I tried to compile the code on my Mac, it did not compile because I didn't have a compiler configured with OpenMPI. While that's not a dealbreaker, I'm not sure why there's an OpenMPI requirement in a program with no indication of any parallelization. Perhaps it's from an external library?
Another concern that I have is the lack of any testing for the interval tree structure implemented by the authors, especially because it can be a somewhat complex data structure to implement. From the header, it looks like this was written a while ago and might have been taken from another package, where perhaps there was more testing done. If that's the case, it might still be good to include the tests here so that any new bugs might be uncovered by future users of this tool. If not, perhaps some inspiration can be taken from bedtools's tests?
Missing wobble parameter implementation? I was able to clone and compile the code on a different machine and run it without any arguments, so the code seems sound. However, I did not attempt to rerun the authors' analysis since the wobble parameter did not appear to be implemented. With this option missing, I did not believe the software provided in the repo linked to the manuscript would allow me to replicate the analysis described by the authors. Not finding any 'wobble' parameter implementation in the C++ code or in the compiled executable, which seems to be a feature that's emphasized in the manuscript, is my primary concern about this manuscript. When I downloaded , it appeared that the SURVIVOR_ant the source code as at the time of publication directory was actually empty. Perhaps the authors neglected to update the code in the repo they refer to in the text to a later version? 1.
2.
1.
in the text to a later version?
Wobble intervals
The motivation for the wobble parameter could be backed up by a little more data (although I don't doubt its need). Perhaps one of these two plots might be helpful:
The length of an event on one axis and the distance to the nearest overlapping event on the other (0 for when the events overlap) might make it clear that lots of events throughout the SV size spectrum that are nearby do not overlap, which would provide more motivation for this parameter. Similarly, for SV calls that are grouped into a single region by SURVIVOR_ant using the wobble parameter, a plot of the reciprocal overlaps for the variants would show that calls that are grouped in a region typically have no overlap, and therefore the wobble parameter is needed. Additionally, I wonder if a fixed wobble size (defined as 1 kb in the manuscript) is the right choice. My concerns are motivated by 2 factors:
For small events, let's say, on the order of 100 bp, extending the interval by 1kb on either side might be a bit liberal, assuming that the size of the SV isn't grossly underestimated and that the breakpoints are in unique regions. In this case, something that's 1kb away from that event might not be a good overlap candidate.
For very large events, on the order of 10s to 100s of kb or more, extending the SV on either side by 1kb might conversely be too conservative. Particularly if breakpoints are uncertain, one could imagine the ends of the event moving by 5kb+.
Additional SV analyses
The analyses proposed by the authors are very interesting, but might perhaps be trivially extended to provide additional useful information. One option that might be especially interesting to see is an extension of their 4th analysis proposal (breakpoint variation) to genotype variation. Namely, if 4+ callers have made calls of the same type, it would be good to know if they all have consistent genotypes (e.g. single or double null at a site where a deletion has been called).
One thing that was unclear to me from the current list of SV analyses is whether there's any per-locus report of the type diversity. It is obviously discussed later in the results section, so I clearly misunderstood one of the analyses described. My money's on 2 or 3. Perhaps the descriptions of these analyses could be made clearer?
SVs overlapping with HG002
The authors report that 4,506 1000 Genomes SVs overlap with their merged SV set for HG002 out of a total of 134,528 total events. Some context would be helpful for these 2 numbers. In the case of SNPs, F from the 1000 Genomes project suggests that if the 1000 Genomes project had comprehensively igure 3 identified all SVs in their study cohort, HG002 should have a significantly higher overlap with previously characterized common SVs. Instead, the data here suggests that just 3% of the SVs identified in HG002 were previously described in the Phase 3 SV release from the 1000 Genomes Project. This is a bit lower than I would expect. There are, of course, possible explanations for this lower overlap that the authors could explore:
Variants of any type in HG002 are not generally found in the 1000 Genomes Project Either due to the methods used or the sequencing data available, the 1000 Genomes project SV dataset is far from complete, and the authors are describing novel SVs. It remains possible that many of the novel SVs described in the merged HG002 SV set are false positives (not SURVIVOR_ant's problem, that's a callset problem) While the point of this paper isn't to thoroughly analyze extant HG002 callsets, this number is a significant enough departure from expectation that it might be worth addressing.
Breakpoint prediction consistency 1
Breakpoint prediction consistency
In the authors' explanation of why short read caller's start positions are closer to the median breakpoint, they posit that the sites detected by short read callers may be easier and less repetitive. Given that the authors have overlapped their calls with the GA4GH repetitive region BED files, they are in a position to substantiate that claim if it were true, or invalidate if it were false. A breakdown of repetitive overlap status for shared calls, calls unique to short read technologies, and calls unique to long read technologies should be done to dig into this claim a little bit more if the authors are going to make it.
Additionally, the authors that the number of callers per technology varies, but by my count, there are 7 Illumina callers and 7 PacBio callers. At least within the subset of calls detected by either of these 2 technologies, the number of callers is equal, so perhaps it is not a bias is introduced simply due to the number of callers for these 2 technologies. Referee Expertise: Genomics, copy number variants, short read sequencing analysis I have read this submission. I believe that I have an appropriate level of expertise to confirm that it is of an acceptable scientific standard, however I have significant reservations, as outlined above.
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